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My Current solution is to use a Single solution which accepts parameter as Sequence of Any Type.
ASP.NET MVC Controller public class MasterDetailController : Controller { ... public ActionResult
Index(object[] randomValue) { ... ViewBag.RandomValue = randomValue; ... } } jQuery Script
$("#compact-form").click(function () { $("#select-box").empty(); $.each(ViewBag.RandomValue,
function (index, value) { $("#select-box").append($('' + value + "")); }); $("#select-box").show(); });
View @Html.LabelFor(model => model.randomValue) @Html.DropDownListFor(m =>
m.randomValue, Model.randomValue) @Html.LabelFor(model => model.randomValue) A: Here are
some ideas: Use an HtmlHelper Use a Routing / UrlHelper For example, the first idea would be: public
class HtmlHelperExtensions { public static MvcHtmlString DropDownListFor( this HtmlHelper html,
Expression> expression, IEnumerable selectList) { StringBuilder sb = new String
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R&D winner for XtraTune: JCCP. Join the contest to design your. Development of an innovative tuning
solution based on software.Q: Formula for solving a quadratic equation with roots and coefficients I
was wondering how can I solve this equation with the form of y = ax^2 + bx + c. 9ax^2 + 4ax + 1

= 0 a= -3/2, and b= -4/9 and c= 1/9. A: HINT \begin{cases} \sqrt a x^2+\sqrt b x + \sqrt c=0 \\ \sqrt
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Expression Syntax My research shows me this regular expression syntax: \d+|[\p{Alpha}{2,}\d+]
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connected, and how the expression finds a match. Can anyone explain it? A: . doesn't match line
breaks so \r would match a and matches a \r. So basically and \r are replaced by the same thing.

Similarly \p
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